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Summary
Inside the WP4 of the european project Carpe Diem we investigate the Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) model uncertainty including model errors. In particular a mrthodology for estimation of forecast error variations
is developed and implemented into the HIRLAM (HIgh Resolution Limited
Area M odelling) 3-dimensional variational data assimilation system.
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Introduction

Data assimilation in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) optimally blends
observations with an atmospheric model in order to obtain the spatial distribution of atmospheric variables and to produce the best possible model
initial state. The number of observations is generally small compared to the
number of degrees of freedom in the initial state of the forecast model. This
problem is overcome by introducing some a priori information. The a priori
information is usually a short-range forecast, supplemented with statistical
information about its errors, in addition to statistical information about the
observation errors.
A number of methods have been applied to estimate static statistics of
background error covariaces. One approach is to derive the background error
variances from statistics of innovation vectors, under the assumption that the
spatial structure of the observation errors are known. This methodology is
usually referred to as the Hollingsworth and Lönnberg method (Hollingsworth
and Lönnberg,1986). An other approach is to consider statistics of forecast
differences as proximation to the forecast error covariances. This corresponds
to “the NMC method” (Parrish and Derber, 1992; Rabier et al., 1998a). The
theoretical justification for this approach is rather weak. Another method
could be to use the time-averaged covariances of an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) in research mode to specify the static error covariances (Bouttier,
1996), although this is much more costly. Standard deviations of the forecast
differences are usually rescaled to match the amplitude of +6 h forecast errors
(Parrish and Derber, 1992, Rabier et al., 1998).
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Different Kalmanfilterbased techniqes have been used to obtain flow dependent background error covariances, such as the Reduced Rank Kalman filter (Fisher and Courtier, 1995), and the Ensemble Kalman Filter (Houtekamer
et al., 1996) . Within this report a methododology for for obtaining flow dependent forecast error covariances based on ideas of Dee (1995, 1999) is implemented into the 3-dimensional variational assimilation (3D-Var) scheme
(Gustafsson et al. 2001; Lindskog et al. 2001) developed for the HIRLAM
system (Undén et. al, 1998). The methodology is based on Maximun Likelihood theory and on line estimation of forecast errors from innovation vectors.
The functionality of the approach is demonstrated in a two week assimilation
and forecast experiment.
This report is organized as follows: In Section 2 the basics of the HIRLAM
3D-Var is outlined, followed by an extended description of the methodology
for on-line estimation of background errors in section 3. In section 4 the
assimilation and forecast experiments and their corresponding results are
presented and finally section 5 contains concluding remarks.
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Hirlam 3D-Var

The Hirlam 3D-Var (Gustafsson et al. 2001; Lindskog et al. 2001) follows the
incremental formulation (Courtier et al. 1994) and the assimilation consists
of minimizing the cost function
1
1
J = Jb +Jo = δxT B−1 δx+ (Hxb + Hδx−y)T R−1 (Hxb +Hδx−y). (1)
2
2
Here Jb measures the distance to a background model state xb and Jo measures the distance to the observations y. The non-linear observation operator
H and the tangent-linear observation operator H transform the background
state and assimilation increments, respectively, into the observed quantities.
B and R are the error covariance matrices for background and observations,
respectively. Furthermore, transpose is denoted by T . For HIRLAM the
model state increment vector δx includes the horizontal wind components,
temperature, specific humidity and the logarithm of surface pressure.
Background error statistics are derived from a sample of differences between forecasts valid at the same time (Parrish and Derber 1992; Rabier et
al., 1998) with a non-separable approach, i.e. the vertical variability of horizontal correlations and the dependence of vertical correlations on horizontal
scale are represented.
The dynamical couplings embedded in the background error constraint
are based on hydrostatic and geostrophic assumptions in order to calculate
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geostrophic wind increments from temperature and surface pressure increments. Ageostrophic wind is taken into account and it is assumed to be decorrelated with both mass and geostrophic wind. This also implies an assumption of decorrelation between vorticity and divergence, as the geostrophic
wind is essentially rotational and spatial covariances of the ageostrophic wind
components are modelled in an isotropic way. The humidity is treated in a
univariate way, expect for a weak coupling with wind via the hydrostatic
equation (which involves virtual temperature). A more comprehensive description of the general formulation of HIRLAM 3D-Var and its background
error constraint is given in Gustafsson et al. 2001).
The background error standard deviations in the reference HIRLAM 3DVar version are dependent on type of variable and vertical level, in addition
to a seasonal dependence. In the upgraded version described in this report
a synoptical dependence has also been incorporated.
The observation operator H and the tangent-linear observation operator
H are sub-divided into a sequence of sub-operators. The non-linear observation operator may be formally written in grid point space
H = Hspec Iv Pcalc Ih ,

(2)

where Ih denotes horizontal interpolation of model data from grid points to
the horizontal positions of the observations, Pcalc calculation of pressure and
geopotential at hybrid coordinate model levels, Iv vertical interpolation to
the levels of the observed data values and Hspec any other specific operators for each type of observation. An expression corresponding to (2) exists
also for the tangent-linear observation operator. In HIRLAM 3D-Var, observation operator is presently available for conventional in-situ data, TOVS
(TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder) and ATOVS (Advanced TOVS) radiances, GPS (Global Positioning System) atmospheric zenith delays, GPS
occultations, scatterometers, Doppler radar wind data and MODIS winds
and humidties. Bias correction is applied to ATOVS data. The observation
errors are assumed to be uncorrelated for all observation types (except for
inter-correlated ATOVS channels (Schyberg et al. 2003)). With this assumption, the covariance matrix R for the observation errors is diagonal and only
the observation error standard deviations (σo ) need to be specified (Lindskog
et al. 2001).
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3
3.1

On-line estimation
Tuning error covariance matrix

¿From an idea suggested by Dee (see....) to estimate error covariance parameters for statistical data assimilation schemes, we applied this approach to
sequential data assimilation system which involves an explicit ca lculation of
forecast error covariance, like variational data assimilation scheme (3DVAR).
The idea is to force the covariances produced by the data assimilation scheme
to be compatible with th e actual data being assimilated, based on the following relationship:
E[vk vkT ] ≈ Hk Pkb HkT + Rk
(3)
where the left-hand of the equation represents the covariance matrix of the
innovation v (Hxk − z the background state projected in observation space
by operator H minus observation), while on the right-hand side Pkb is the
background error covariance produced by the assimilation scheme, R is the
observation error covariance and k is the time step of analysis. For a correct
approach of the problem we investigate the behaviour of covariances treating
separately obsversations associated first to the entire domain and secondly
for regional subdomain. First we introduced a parameter α to modelling the
covariances in the following way
E[vk vkT ] = α(Hk Pkb HkT + Rk )

(4)

and we calculated the parameter as follows
norm(E[vk vkT ])
(5)
norm(Hk Pkb HkT + Rk )
where norm is is computed adding all the matrix elements. Secondly the estimation of the covariance of the innovation was involved trought the kriging
technique, modelling the innovation’s variance to an exponential semivariogram, function of distance between observation points and estimating the
sill, the range and the nugget that characterize the function. The estimation
of the three parameters is based on the maximum likelihood estimation tecnique. The all passive α parameter estimation will involve a feedback into
variational scheme of HIRLAM model (HIRVDA), i.e. the 3DVAR covariance model will be updated on the basis of the parameter estimates and it
will investigate the effect on analysis accuracy that this may have.
α=

3.2

Kriging approach

The kriging technique is a geostatical method to estimate the value (v̂) and
variance (σ̂) of a spatial variable at a point (x, y) where the true value is
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unknown. In our problem the variable’s variance to estimate is the innovation
v = z − Hx defined in data assimilation problem, where z is the observation
value, H is a transition matrix (represented linear model) and x the model
state variable. This approach is applied for each time step analysis and for
that in definitions and equations k index is omitted. The algorithm is based
to the following assumptions:
- the estimated value (v̂) is expressed as
v̂ = v T λ∗

(6)

where v is the innovation vector and λ the vector of interpolating
weight;
- v is an intrinsic random function whose system of ordinary Kriging
equations can be written as
γ = Γλ
where Γ is a [n + 1, n + 1] matrix defined as


.
u
Γ∗ ..


Γ =  ... ... ... 
..
.
0
u

(7)

(8)

where Γ∗ is the [n,n] simmetric matrix of variogram values γi,j , describing the spatial dependence among the n measurements points, u is the
unit vector and λ is a vector defined as:
 ∗ 
λ

... 
(9)
λ=
µ
with µ a lagrangian multiplier.
- the experimental semi-variogram (in classical way) for each lag distance
is
vari,j = 0.5(vi − vj )2
(10)
and it is assumed isotropic.
The improvement that we set is to estimate on-line (for each time step analysis) parameters of the variogram γ, defined as exponent ial form

p + ω(1 − e(−hi,j /d) ) i 6= j
γi,j =
(11)
0
i=j
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where hi,j is distance from each couple of observations. With tecnique of
maximum likelihood estimation we estimate “on line” the following parameters: d the range, p the nugget and ω the sill, to modelling in sense of best
fit the experimental semi-variogram. The elements of thecovariogram matrix
V are defined as following

p + ωe(−hi,j /d) i = j
Vi,j =
(12)
ωe(−hi,j /d)
i 6= j
and represents the innovation covariance defined as E[v, v T ].

3.3

Maximum likelihood estimation

Even if the observation variable z is not a Gaussian random field, we assume
that x and v are indipendet and gaussian distributed: x ∼ N (µ, P ) and
v ∼ N (0, V ). The joint probability density function of the n innovations can
be expressed as:
f (v, θ) =

1
(2π)n/2 |V |1/2

1
exp[− v T V −1 v]
2

(13)

where v is the vector of innovation and θ denotes the vector of semivariogram parameters (namely d, p and ω). The vector of parameters θ will be
determined through maximising the likelihood function
L(θ, v) = f (v, θ)

(14)

or by minimizing the negative log-likelihood function defined as:
L(θ, v) = −lnL(θ, v)

3.4

(15)

Application

The data set for winter period (1 − 14 January 2002) consist on analysis data
(innovation vectors, observation error variances, background error covariance
matrices in observation space) for the entire HIRLAM domain. Firstly we
devided the data set for each type (SYNOP, TEMP, AIREP) and sub-type
(LAND and SHIP for SYNOP) for each level domain. Then we had to
trasform the lat long coordinates of the observations in kilometers (North
Polar Stereograghic coordinates) because we have to know the scale of the
problem to set the initial parameters of the algorithm.
As we show in figure we choosed these observations because they are well
spatially distribuited and numerically significant. Provided the data set, we
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Figure 1: Spatial distribution of geopotential observations on surface level.
tested the algorithm for geopotential SYNOP and DRIBU observations on
land surface. Then we run program to estimate variogram parameters that
implement the maximum likelihood estimation. After that we calculated the
α factor of correction to be applied in data assimilation process for geopotential observations. Figures belowed show some results.

Figure 2: Example of esperimental variogram and estimate variogram from
two different time step analysis.
The α factors calculated for geopotential innovations from SYNOP and
SHIP observations and for one single domain containing the HIRLAM model
integration area were used to calculate a time-dependent global scaling factor
hif ac. The scale factor for assimilation cycle i, within the two week period,
is calculated with the following expression:
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Figure 3: α parameter for land, ship and dribu for geopotential observations
(rigth), α parameter for entire domain (left).
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alphaSHIP (i)
alphaSY N OP (i)
+ 0.25 P
hif ac(i) = 0.75 P
alphaSY N OP (i)
alphaSHIP (i)

(16)

where the summation is over all assimilation cycles during the two week
period (4 assimilation cycles per day) Finally to filer variations that were
considered to be of too high frequency a 1.25 day time filter was applied to
the scalefactors, as given by (x). The resulting time series of scalefactors
(time-filtered hif ac) is illustrated in Figure (ml1). The surface geopotential
at a position and its variations is a result of the status in the entire air
column above. Therefore it was consider an approperiate first approximation
to apply the scaling factor not only to surface pressure, but also to the upper
air temperatures and winds.
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Assimilation and Forecast Experiments

4.1

Experimental design

A two week parallel assimilation and forecast experiment, extending from
1 to 14 January, 2002, has been performed over an area covering Northern
Europe and the Northern Atlantic. Synoptically the period is characterised
by several cyclones passing over the Northern Atlantic and through the Baltic
Sea area. The model domain is illustrated in Figure ml2.
The two parallel data assimilation experiments are characterized as follows:
• The repressentation of background error standard deviations in the
data assimilation is constant in time and in accordance with the values
assumed for January in the HIRLAM 3D-Var reference.
• The repressentation of background error standard deviations in the
data assimilation has a synoptical variation through the application of
a global scaling factor based on on line estimation.
For both of the configurations as described above, data was assimilated in
a 6 h assimilation cycle. The observations were retrieved from the ECMWF
(European Center for Medium Range Forecasts) archive. After each analysis,
a digital filter initialisation was applied (Lynch and Huang, 1992), followed
by a 48 h forecast. For the lateral boundary conditions, 3-hourly ECMWF
analyses were used.
The experiments were run with the HIRLAM reference system (version
6.2.0) on a SGI Origin 3800 parallel computer using 16 processors; 202 × 178
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horizontal grid points with a resolution of 0.4◦ and 40 vertical levels were
used for these runs. The HIRLAM reference model physics uses turbulence
scheme based on turbulent kinetic energy (Cuxart et al., 2000). For the
clouds and condensation parameterisation, the STRACO scheme is applied
(Sass et al., 1999). The main features of this scheme include sub-grid scale
condensation with a statistical distribution of cloud condensate, a smooth
transition between stratiform and convective regimes and microphysics of
condensation according to Sundqvist (1993). The radiation scheme is based
on ideas of Savijärvi (1989). Semi-imlicit time integration and a fourth order
implicit horizontal diffusion scheme were used in all model integrations.
To evaluate the relative quality of the analyses and subsequent forecasts
of the different parallel experiments, we verified them against observations
in the list of (radiosonde and SYNOP) stablished by the European Working
Group on Limited Area Models (EWGLAM). The verification was done for
weather parameters, at the surface level, and at the vertical levels of 850,
500 and 300 hPa. The model data used in the statistics were the analyses
and the 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36, 42 and 48 h forecasts.

4.2

Results

Bias and Root Mean Square (RMS) scores as function of forecast length
indicate that there is a neutral or sligtly positive impact of the on-line forecast
error estimation on forecast quality. This is illustrated for temperature and
wind at the 300, 500 and 850 hPa levels in Figure ml3. As can be seen the
slight positive impact can be seen specially at longer forecast ranges.
One should keep in mind that there is a large time variability in the forecast quality. This is true both for the absolute quality and also the relative
quality of the control forecasts and the forecasts based on on-line estimation.
This is illustrated in Figure ml4, which shows the RMS sores for verification
of 48 h Mean Sea Level Pressure forecasts, as function of assimilation cycle
within the two week period. It can be seen that for sometimes the control
run forecast show better scores and sometimes forecasts based on one-line
estimation appears better. On the average, over the 14 day period, the 48 h
MSLP scores scores are however rather neutral.
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Concluding Remarks

A methodology for on-line estimation of the synoptical variation of forecast
errors has been developed and incorporated into the HIRLAM NWP system.
The methodology include elements of maximum likelihood theory and Krieg10

ing. To demonstrate the functionality of the system for on-line estimation a
two week parallel assimilation and forecasting experiment has been carried
out with the HIRLAM NWP system. Results for verification against observations indicate a netral to slightly positive impact of the new developments
on HIRLAM forecasts. The impact is higly variable in time so that more
extended experiment are needed to confirm the promising results obtained
here.
In addtion there are room for further refinements of the methodology for
estimation of the on-line estimation of the forecast errors. These iprovements
include repressenting also the spatial variation of of the forecast errors for
each synotical situation. Furthermore, by including dynamical balance constraints between wind, temerature and geopotential it would be possible to
have an improved estimate forecast errors.
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Figure 4: Time Variation of scaling factor.
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Figure 5: Model integration area (indicated by frame) for parallel assimilation
and forecast experiment with the HIRLAM system.
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Figure 6: Bias and RMS scores for verification of control (red with ,,) and online estimation based forecasts against observations as functions of forecast

Figure 7: RMS scores for 48 h Mean Sea Level Pressure forecasts againt
observations as function of assimilation cycle within the the period 20020101
00 UTC- 20020101 18 UTC (unit hPa). The scores are for control (red with
,,) and on-line estimation based forecasts.
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